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Michel Foucault, Abnormal: lectures at
the Coll  e ege de France 1974–1975, ed. Valerio
Marchetti and Antonella Salomoni, trans.
Graham Burchell, London and New York,
Verso, 2004, pp. xxvi, 374, 25.00 (hardback
1-85984-539-8).
Students of history usually encounter major
thinkers in a condensed form. They may
associate the name of Michel Foucault with the
term medicalization or remember having learnt
that sexual discourses are sites of power. The
book under review here is to be recommended as
an antidote to such summaries of Foucault’s
oeuvre. Instead, the volume allows us to observe
Foucault in the laboratory, at the threshold of a
major re-orientation in his thinking.
Abnormal features transcripts of a course
Foucault taught at the Coll  e ege de France in Paris
between January and March 1975. Wedged
between the writing of two groundbreaking
books, his Discipline and punish (Surveiller
et punir, 1975) and The history of sexuality
(La volonte ´ de savoir, 1976), these eleven
lectures show the author once again grappling
with the nature of power, the theme of
Discipline and punish, while moving towards
understanding sexuality epistemologically,
namely as the effect of a particular form
of knowledge.
Between 1970 and 1984, Foucault’s public
courses evolved in a series of interconnected
themes: in 1972–73, he presented lectures on
‘‘the punitive society’’; he explored ‘‘psychiatric
power’’ in 1973–74, a course from which the
theme of the ‘‘abnormal’’ emerged; he then
moved on to topics such as bio-power,
governmentality, and self-fashioning. Course by
course, tapes of Foucault’s lectures are currently
being edited and translated into English,
complete with markers of oral delivery. As do
other volumes in this series, the book contains
Foucault’s own course synthesis, an expert
introduction by Arnold Davidson, a
competent afterword by the editors, and an
excellent index. A critical apparatus provides
relevant bibliographical citations and
cross-references to Foucault’s other writings.
Thevolumeiseminentlyreadable.Occasionally,
its readability comes at the expense of
philological rigour. Its title is somewhat
emblematic in that regard. What designates a
group of people in French, les anormeaux,
has been translated as ‘‘abnormal’’, with its
accent on the conceptual. To be sure, this
solution is much in tune with Foucault’s
theoretical vision. Such a rendering de-
emphasizes, however, the project’s
contradictions. It may even misrepresent its
academic and political impetus. After all,
‘‘les anormeaux’’ signals a focus different
from normalization as a subject of
philosophical inquiry in the work of
Foucault’s teacher Georges Canguilhem
(see Foucault’s discussion of his thought
on pp. 49–50).
Abnormal explores a clearly delineated
problem, how psychiatry ‘‘came to function
as a medical science responsible for public
hygiene’’ (p. 119). Covering the vast terrain
between roughly the Middle Ages and the
emergence of psychoanalysis in fin-de-si  e ecle
Europe, the core of the argument wrestles with
forensic psychiatry as a modern ‘‘technique of
power’’. The motiveless crime served, so
Foucault argues, as a motor for the development
ofearlycriminalpsychiatry.Thecaseofamother
eating her own child, for example, required the
expert to explain how an individual could have
behaved so inexplicably; he alone came to
commandtheexpertisetodetectinapersonwhat
remained hidden to non-experts. Intriguingly, as
Foucault points out, such a gaze shifts attention
away from the deed itself or the question of a
person’s culpability at the time of the crime to
aspects of an existence that were not themselves
criminal, a person’s body and biography.
Foucault thus unearths a somewhat circulatory
logicwithinthejudiciaryinwhichsincetheearly
nineteenth century psychiatry posed as the
legal system’s ‘‘double’’. By authoring what
Foucault aptly calls ‘‘administrative grotesque’’
252(p. 12), many psychiatrists in fact helped to
legitimize the enforcement of societal norms
in the courtroom. Yet psychiatry’s
development did not stop here. It proceeded
to morph into a discipline concerned not only
with the abnormal but with all humans.
Slippery concepts such as ‘‘instinct’’
(pp. 129–34, 138–9, 282–7), ‘‘condition’’
(pp. 311–13), and ‘‘heredity’’ (pp. 167–8,
313–16) were stepping stones on the path of this
transformation. Yet if psychiatry came to
wield a position of scientific, social, and
cultural prominence, this emergence was in
large part due to its profound entanglement
with the theme of human sexuality, especially
the ever-present dangers of abnormal sexual
behaviour: ‘‘Sexuality enables everything that
is otherwise inexplicable to be explained’’
(p. 241). The eighteenth-century anti-
masturbation campaign served as both a
precursor and a model for nineteenth-century
psychiatry. It set a fundamental anxiety into
motion that revolved around the sexuality of
children,adangersopersistentandelusivethatit
has stayed with us ever since.
The strengths of the genealogical approach to
the writing of history are clearly in evidence on
almost every page of this volume: historical time
appears as remarkably multi-layered. Foucault,
the ‘‘historian of the present’’ (J G Merquior),
moves imaginatively between different periods,
ever mining the past in order to probe its later
sediments, incrustations, and erosions. Thereby,
historical practice a ` la Foucault differs markedly
from historicism with its focus on historical
origins and its obfuscation of the researcher’s
own subject position. By sidestepping
conventionalunderstandingsofhistoricalagency
and narrative sequence, Foucault the genealogist
carves out historically situated, interconnected
configurations. In fact, genealogy is at its best
in capturing the internal logics of certain
constellations or ‘‘domains’’, to use Foucault’s
own terminology, such as the confessional
(lecture seven), possession (lecture eight),
or psychoanalysis (pp. 266–8).
It is fair to say that Foucault’s own
expertise varies greatly within the expansive
reach of this argument. While his command
of nineteenth-century forensic literature is
impressive, his familiarity with medieval
predecessors to the early modern phenomena he
describes at some length is spotty. Surprisingly,
eighteenth-century physiognomy makes no
appearance, to pick only one of many omissions.
Even so, reading these thought experiments and
historical sketches remains tremendously
inspiring, not least because Foucault’s musings
continue to spur critical engagement and dissent.
Fromthevantagepointofthisvolume,someof
Foucault’s grand formulations in his better
known book publications qualify as
condensations of arguments he developed more
extensively in lectures like the ones published in
Abnormal. This is why this text is indispensable
reading for anybody interested in the history of
medicine, psychiatry, sexuality, or the
fluctuations of Foucault’s thinking. If only we
knew more about the original audience’s
responses, their mumbling or their laughter.
Helmut Puff,
University of Michigan
Sydney A Halpern, Lesser harms: the
morality of risk in medical research, University
of Chicago Press, 2004, pp. xii, 233, $37.50,
£26.50 (hardback 0-226-31451-0).
Medical research has always been a risky
enterprise.Themanagementofrisksproducedby
doctors’ actions is especially difficult when the
goal of a medical intervention is not curative.
Sick persons may be willing to take many
chances to get well, but healthy people tend to
reject risk, however slight. It is not surprising
that the first well known public debate about the
dangers of medical intervention dealt with the
risk/benefit ratio of smallpox inoculation. In
this debate, conducted at the Acade ´mie des
Sciences in Paris in 1760, the opposing
speakers were the Swiss mathematician
Daniel Bernoulli and the French philosopher
Jean D’Alembert. Bernoulli compared the
risk of dying from inoculation with the
lifetime risk of death from smallpox, and
concluded that inoculated persons gained on
average three years of life expectancy.
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the danger that their decision will lead to an
immediate death of their child do not reason in
terms of the probability of remote events, and
that only persons who face the consequences
of a given action—and not experts or
politicians—have the right to decide what
kind of risk they are willing to take. At the
same time, the smallpox vaccination debate
interrogated the limits of state intervention in
private decisions and the reliability of data
used to define public health policies. All these
questions, Halpern shows, prefigured later
dilemmas.
At the centre of Lesser harms is an analysis of
earlyattemptstodevelopavaccineagainstpolio.
In spite of its relatively low impact in terms of
overall mortality and morbidity, polio was seen
as an especially threatening disease: it mainly
killed or crippled children, was not related to
povertyorpoorsanitation,andnobodyknewhow
itcouldbeprevented.Halpernhasuncoveredrich
archive material dealing with attempts to
develop an anti-polio vaccine in the 1930s and
early1950s.Inthemid-1930s,twoUSscientists,
MauriceBrodiefromthepublichealthlaboratory
of the city of New York, and John Kolmer, who
collaborated with a private company, the
InstituteforCutaneousMedicineinPhiladelphia,
conducted clinical essays with candidate polio
vaccine. Both Brodie’s and Kolmer’s vaccines
wereproblematic.Brodie’svaccine,madewitha
killed virus did not induce a sufficient level of
protective antibodies and it occasionally
produced severe allergic reactions. Kolmer’s
vaccine, made with live virus, was probably
insufficiently attenuated, and could therefore
produce polio. Neither Brodie nor Kolmer made
extensive tests on animals before turning to
human experimentation, probably because of the
highcostoftestingthevaccineinmonkeys.Inthe
1930s,humanexperimentationwasnotregulated
by the law, and the accidents of anti-polio
vaccination were not discussed in the media.
Nevertheless, Halpern shows that thanks to the
moral pressure of the scientific community, the
discoveryoftheexistenceofsuchaccidentsledto
a rapid interruption of the vaccination campaign.
The memory of the 1930s’ failed attempts to
develop anti-polio vaccine led to better public
supervision of clinical trials of that vaccine
in the 1950s. On the other hand, some of the
1950s’ trials of anti-polio vaccine were still
hidden from the public’s gaze. Moral pressure of
colleagues, Halpern argues, is efficient only
when exercised against individuals whose
reputation and status may be seriously affected
by criticism of their peers (say, academic
scientists), not against those (say, industrial
scientists) who can afford to ignore such
criticism.
Halpern tells an interesting story well, and she
provides a stimulating analysis of moral
dilemmas related to the choice of ‘‘lesser harm’’.
Such dilemmas are, however, only a part of the
story of medical experimentation. One would
like to learn more about the structure of relevant
professional communities, the criteria of
acceptance or rejection of evidence, hierarchy
and stratification among virologists and
epidemiologists, the role of statisticians or the
economic issues at stake. Halpern does not
provide all the answers, but she asks many
important questions—not a small achievement.
Ilana Lo ¨wy,
CERMES, Paris
Volker Roelcke and Giovanni Maio (eds),
Twentieth century ethics of human subjects
research: historical perspectives on values,
practices and regulations, Stuttgart, Franz
Steiner, 2004, pp. 361, Euro 64.00 (paperback
3-515-08455-X).
Most of the twenty-two papers contained
in this collection were first presented at a
conference on the ‘History of Human
Experimentation during the Twentieth Century’,
held at the University of Lubeck in 2001. As
Volker Roelcke explains in his introduction, the
object of the resulting volume was to examine
debates on the ethics of human trials, and
efforts in regulation, in the context of different
traditions of experimental practice. Readers will
find some new discussions of key events and
landmarks in the modern history of human
experimentation: the scandal around Albert
Neisser’s experiments with syphilis serum and
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research on a chemotherapy for sleeping
sickness in the German colonies; the German
Reich guidelines on human trials of 1930/31;
the Lu ¨beck BCG vaccination tragedy; and the
concentration camp experiments in Nazi
Germany, the Nuremberg Medical Trial and
the Nuremberg Code.
For the post-war period, there are discussions
of the whistle-blowing of Maurice Pappworth
and Henry K Beecher about ethically
questionable human trials in Britain and the
United States. In a contribution on the genesis of
the Declaration of Helsinki (1964), Susan
Lederer argues that this (still) important
document owed much to American influence, in
particular the interests of US pharmaceutical
companies in the development of new drugs and
vaccines. The volume presents an international,
though not strictly comparative, perspective by
including case studies on the history of research
on human subjects in Russia and the Soviet
Union, the Czech Republic, France, Japan, USA,
and Israel.
There are some generic issues raised in this
collection. Paul Weindling’s and Boris Yudin’s
essays, for example, draw attention to the
differing interpretations of unethical human
experimentation as being due to a general,
morally corrupting influence of a totalitarian
state or the activities of unscrupulous and
opportunistic individual scientists. Paul J
EdelsonaswellasGiovanniMaiosuggestthatan
adequate understanding of twentieth-century
doctors’ attitudes towards the ethics of human
trials requires consideration of the ‘‘culture
of honour’’ that was crucial for the identity
formation of the Anglo-American and French
(and I would add: German) medical profession.
Generally, in the issue of informed consent to
experimentation, the traditional culture of
medicalpaternalismincreasinglyconflictedwith
legal notions of a right to self-determination
of the individual.
Another theme of this volume is religious
perspectives onhumanexperimentation. Etienne
Lepicard, in a case study on French priests’
comments before the endorsement of the
NurembergCode’sprinciplesbyPopePiusXIIin
1952, records a ‘‘multiplicity of Catholic
voices’’, in which the issues of social usefulness
andpatientconsentfeaturedbesidestheprinciple
of the sanctity of human life. Similarly, Gerhard
Baader, in an essay on Jewish halachic views,
shows how progress in medicine due to human
trials was integrated under the harmonizing
principle of saving or prolonging life.
Thecollectioncloseswithcontributionsonthe
history of human population genetics since the
1950s, examining examples from Israel
(indicating the influence of Zionist ideas), from
theUnited States(pointingtoracialprejudices in
studies on the assumed link between XYY
karyotype men and criminal behaviour), and
Iceland. The paper by Pei P Koay, on the
Icelandic deCODE genetic database, raises the
important question whether this kind of research
requires a new ethics. Significantly, with the
parliamentary approval of the Icelandic Health
Sector Database Act in 1998, the state of
Iceland gave consent for all its citizens to be
included in this nationwide genetic and health
database project. Citizens unwilling to take part
in the project were required explicitly to opt out.
Ranging in its coverage from the first
public debates on potentially dangerous trials on
uninformed hospital patients in Imperial
Germany to this latest challenge of genetic and
public health research ethics, this volume
recommends itself through its
comprehensiveness. It will be useful reading to
anyone concerned with, or about, the history
and ethics of human experimentation.
Andreas-Holger Maehle,
Durham University
EstebanRodrı ´guez-Oca~ n na(ed.),Thepolitics
of the healthy life: an international perspective,
History of Medicine, Health and Disease series,
Sheffield, European Association for the History
of Medicine and Health Publications, 2002,
pp. ix, 288, UK £34.95, Europe £37.92,
elsewhere £41.86 (hardback 0-9536522-5-4).
This edited collection brings together some
ten of the papers given originally to a
conference—‘The Healthy Life: People,
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auspices of the European Association for the
History of Medicine and Health in 1999. With
one exception—that of Kearns and Laxton,
whose piece is on the mid-nineteenth century—
the essays focus, to varying degrees, on the first
half of the twentieth century. Aside from the
Introduction by the editor, the book is divided
into two sections: ‘Local contexts,
international settings’ and ‘The international
theatre and the locus of expertise’. The former
containsessaysbyGerryKearnsandPaulLaxton
(on the Famine Irish in Liverpool); Pedro
Sambla ´s Tilve (on drug use in early twentieth-
century Spain); Alfredo Mene ´ndez Navarro
(on the debate over the dangers of asbestos in
Britain in the 1930s); and Shirish Naresh Kavadi
(on the hookworm campaign in 1920s Madras).
Asthesectiontitlesuggests,theseessaysseek,as
it happens successfully, to locate particular local
issues in a much broader context. So, for
example, as Kearns and Laxton point out in their
thought-provoking essay, the handling of Irish
Famine victims by the authorities in Liverpool
was ‘‘not just a local affair, nor was it a crude
reaction toanalien hordethatcouldbe described
in terms of class’’ (p. 34). Rather, it showed how
the cosmopolitan city of Liverpool reacted in a
complex way to a group whose status was highly
ambiguous both in the city itself and in the wider
polity which then constituted the United
Kingdom.
Thesecondsectioncomprisespiecesofamore
overtly international character: by Paul
Weindling (on the ‘‘new public health’’ of the
first half of the twentieth century); John
Hutchinson(oninternationalmovementsinchild
health in the 1920s); Gabriele Moser and Jochen
Fleischhacker (on the modernization of social
hygieneinWeimarGermany);MarcosCueto(on
social medicine in the Andes, 1920–1950); Lion
MurardandPatrick Zylberman(onFrenchsocial
medicine in its international context in the
1930s); and James Gillespie (on international
healthfromtheperspectiveofsocialsecurityand
social medicine). As with the previous section, it
is invidious to single out any one contribution.
But it is perhaps worth mentioning the essay by
the late John Hutchinson. As he rightly points
out,theimpactoftheFirstWorldWaronchildren
and their health was immense, and the inter-war
period saw a range of initiatives, by both
official and voluntary bodies, designed to
alleviatechildsuffering.Thesetookplaceatboth
national and international levels, with perhaps
the most famous of the latter being the
Declaration of the Rights of the Child passed by
the League of Nations in 1924. The actual
success of these initiatives, though, is another
matter, about which Hutchinson displays a
justifiedscepticism.Thisillustrates,interalia,all
too clearly the difficulties inherent in seeking to
improve health—and of course here there are
endless problems of definition—at an
international level.
This collection of essays, to which this review
has in such a short space done scant justice,
deserves a wide readership. The editor is to be
commended in bringing these papers to
publication in this admirable series. The
Introduction concludes by saying that the
collection ‘‘is designed to enhance our
understanding of modern society and elucidate
the cultural meaning of medicine as a historical
agent, and, above all, to raise many more
questionsthan answers’’(p.7).There isnodoubt
that these are important contributions in
themselves to understanding health in its
international context; and, moreover, will




Barbara Bridgman Perkins, The medical
delivery business: health reform, childbirth, and
the economic order, New Brunswick, and
London, Rutgers University Press, 2004, pp. xii,
253, £31.95 (hardback 0-8135-3328-7).
Health care consultant Barbara Bridgman
Perkins is one of the original members of the
Boston Women’s Health Book Collective and a
contributor to Our bodies, ourselves. First
published as a booklet in 1970, Our bodies,




Women’s Liberation Movement was on the crest
of a wave, and the emphasis of the book was
squarely on women ‘‘reclaiming’’ their bodies
from a male-dominated medical profession. An
area ofparticular concerntofeminists at the time
was the medical treatment of women in
childbirth. Feminist activists and scholars
blamed excessive intervention on patriarchal
doctors. Male dominance of obstetrics, it was
claimed, drove clinical practice, leading to the
adoption of techniques of no proven benefit to
either the mother or her infant.
In The medical delivery business Bridgman
Perkins revisits that debate from the vantage
point of the twenty-first century and her
considerable experience as a health planner. Her
cleverly titled book rejects the assumption that
male dominance adequately explains excessive
obstetrical intervention. Bridgman Perkins
suggests instead that developments in perinatal
care since 1900 should be explored within a
different framework: the production side of
the organization of medicine.
Usingexamplesfrommaternalandinfantcare,
she argues that throughout the twentieth century
industrial and commercial enterprises provided
models for the institutions, specialties and
technological developments of modern
medicine. Scientific management techniques
werefirstappliedtoclinicalmedicineintheearly
1900s, favouring the development of a
hierarchical division of medical labour and the
subdivision of clinical care into separate tasks
assigned to different levels of hospital staff.
Surgical and technological interventions were
introduced in order to enhance productivity and
speed of clinical process. In early twentieth-
century America, labour and delivery units were
constructed along the lines of industrial
production, and the slow and careful delivery of
the baby’s head, without inflicting injury to the
mother, was replaced by a quick episiotomy. At
Dublin’s National Maternity Hospital in the
1960s, consultant obstetrician Kieran O’Driscoll
pioneered the strategy of managing labour with
oxytocin acceleration as a cost-efficient
procedure aimed at rationalizing workloads and
removing bottlenecks in the flow of patients
through the unit. Thus Bridgman Perkins also
makes the very important point that business
principles do not enhance efficiency without
impinging on the clinical content and practice of
medicine: the practice, the science and the
business of medicine are all inextricably bound
up together.
Cananythingbedonetocorrectthewarpingof
maternity care? This question is especially
pertinent at a time of increasing concern about
escalating rates of caesarean section. Bridgman
Perkins does not believe that the consumer-
oriented approach championed by feminist
activists and health reformers provides an
adequate response to the industrialization of
childbirth. She argues instead for reforms
based on human health needs rather than on
marketeconomics,withanemphasisonequityof
access, appropriateness of intervention, and
caring. In putting forward these proposals, she
echoes other twentieth-century critics of modern
biomedicine, who in different ways have
advocated a more patient-centred approach
to health care.
Bridgman Perkins is a health planner, not a
trained historian. This shows through in the way
secondary sources are cited and integrated into
the main discussion. But the book is
painstakingly researched and generally well
written. The author deserves high praise for
producing an intelligent, thought-provoking
and insightful account of the business approach
in medicine. Anyone working on the history of
twentieth-century maternity care will find The
medical delivery business an invaluable addition
to the existing literature on the subject.
Ornella Moscucci,
London School of Hygiene and Tropical
Medicine
D A Christie and E M Tansey (eds),
Leukaemia, transcript of a Witness Seminar
held on 15 May 2001, Wellcome Witnesses
to Twentieth Century Medicine, vol. 15,
London, Wellcome Trust Centre for the
History of Medicine at UCL, 2003, pp. ix,
85, £10.00 (paperback 0-85484-087-7).
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Genetic testing, transcript of a Witness Seminar
held on 13 July 2001, Wellcome Witnesses to
Twentieth Century Medicine, vol. 17, London,
Wellcome Trust Centre for the History of
Medicine at UCL, 2003, pp. xix, 130, £10.00
(paperback 0-85484-094-X).
D A Christie and E M Tansey (eds),
Cystic fibrosis, transcript of a Witness Seminar
held on 11 July 2002, Wellcome Witnesses to
Twentieth Century Medicine, vol. 20, London,
Wellcome Trust Centre for the History of
Medicine at UCL, 2004, pp. xix, 119, £10.00
(paperback 0-85484-086-9).
D T Zallen, D A Christie and E M Tansey
(eds), The rhesus factor and disease
prevention, transcript of a Witness Seminar held
on 3 June 2003, Wellcome Witnesses to
Twentieth Century Medicine, vol. 22, London,
Wellcome Trust Centre for the History of
Medicine at UCL, 2004, pp. xxii, 98, £10.00
(paperback 0-85484-099-0).
Witnesses give evidence. Gathering the chief
protagonists involved in the development of a
medical advance to talk about what they did and
what they saw, recording their discussion, and
making it available for historians, is the gist of
what these four books are about. They arise from
a series of seminars of the Wellcome Witnesses
to Twentieth Century Medicine, begun by the
Wellcome Institute’s Twentieth Century
Medicine Group in 1990. Fifteen years later the
meetings and publications generated by them are
goingstrong,andhavetackledsubjectsasdiverse
ascontraception,chemotherapyandthecommon
cold. The selection reviewed here expands that
diversity, while retaining a common format. The
topics chosen had their births, beginnings or
breakthroughs within the last half-century or so.
A panel of around two-dozen people share
their memories of the parts they and their
colleagues played. The seminars aim ‘‘to capture
the spirit of what it was like to live through a
period of medical change ...what it was like at
the time’’.
Leukaemia (volume 15) was still a rapidly
fatal disease in the 1960s when one
participant recalled his time as a houseman at
St Bartholomew’s Hospital: ‘‘We might be
putting up 30 or 40 drips per day and
preserving the veins was all that was keeping
these patients alive. Young patients when first
admitted would start in a bed at the far end of the
ward and would work their way up to the two
single rooms that were at the entrance of each
ward,wheretwoorthreeofthemwoulddieevery
day—of course, some of the patients didn’t
even know that they had leukaemia, which
was the standard practice of those days’’
(p. 25). Chemotherapy changed all this, and
human experimentation with this and that new
drug, cavalier to modern regulated practice,
shaped into clinical trials, such as the UKALL
series that began in the 1970s. The mix of racy
anecdotes and sober reflection tells the story
of how a loose transatlantic network of
enthusiasts raised the survival of children
with acute lymphoblastic leukaemia to over
70 per cent.
Genetic testing (volume 17) kicks off in the
1950s with the working out of the structure of
DNA in Cambridge. This gave a boost to human
genetics, and the development of recombinant
DNA techniques that followed, opened the way
to ever more ingenious molecular methods,
leading eventually to the identification of
specific genes and their variants that cause
particular diseases. With the promise of genetic
testing to revolutionize diagnosis, risk
assessment, prognosis and treatment choice yet
to be realized, this volume covers the ground up
to the full sequencing of the human genome.
In Cystic fibrosis (volume 20) the whole story
of a disease, first characterized in the 1930s, is
tackled—elucidation of its cause, the
pathophysiological mechanisms of organ
damage, the invention of a reliable method of
diagnosis, discovery of the genetic abnormality,
its relations to outcome, and the enormous
improvement in survival. Included amongst the
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life, but now live well into adulthood.
The Rhesus factor and disease prevention
(volume 22) is another example of a ‘‘problem
solved’’—in the space of thirty years (1940–70).
A lucid introduction, a focused topic, a small
group of articulate participants, a skilful
chairmanandagreatstory,makethiscompulsive
reading. Some strong and forthright figures
(including Cyril Clarke remembered and David
Weatherall remembering) enliven it. A handful
of amateurs, pursuing a topic at the edge of their
clinical interests, without external funding,
confound our modern view that peer-reviewed,
grant-funded research programmes are the only
way to solve clinical problems.
So what do these books offer the historian and
how well do they succeed as source materials?
The discussion is often quite technical, and they
are of value primarily to those with a specific
interest in the topics addressed. They offer
research students starting out on a project a
chance to overview a subject and orientate
themselves. The proceedings of each seminar
includeanintroductionbyitschairman,followed
by an edited transcript. Shape and order are
imposed by the considerate and thoughtful
manner in which the participants recollect
events, and courteous acknowledgments of
the parts that others played. The essential
relevant publications are listed, and they alone
are very useful (the later volumes list them
alphabetically attheback, whichiseasier thanas
footnotes. I detected one error—Robin Coombs’
initials were mysteriously F H C, in The
Rhesus factor). Each book has a glossary of
technical terms, brief biographical notes and
an index.
These books convey the serendipity of
scientific success and the chance professional
encounters behind the apparently ordered and
purposeful pursuit of research. As a landmark
discovery on the pathway to genetic testing,
elucidation of the structure of DNA by Francis
Crick and James Watson was based on an
assorted constellation of prior observations,
which they put together to achieve their
breakthrough. Their seminal Nature paper of
1953 reports the bald findings in dry scientific
prose.Watson’sDoublehelix(1969)tellsafuller
story, albeit through the vision and voice of one
protagonist. Bringing together many of the key
people who played a part in and lived through a
period of medical discovery or advance, adds
another dimension; the web of partnerships,
rivalries and accidental encounters is exposed.
Out of the telling tales, animated exchanges,
sharedmemories,andconsideredaccounts,often
arises the question of priority of discovery.
Desiretobefirstinprintdrivesmanyresearchers,
while others claim no ulterior motive than
curiosity or altruism. Nevertheless, in all four
books there are debates about who was first and
which was the seminal paper. Primacy in
publication preoccupies professionals, but
behind the egos are events, which at the time
seemed trivial, but were milestones as
important as the papers. Some of these are
captured here.
These witness seminars counterbalance and
enrich the lifeless language of scientific
papers and give wider context to the colourful
autobiographical accounts that sometimes
follow. They are something in between
collective oral histories and living theatre.
The transcripts compress a story, known by
the players, and perhaps the reader, into a
one-act play that traces events from first
efforts to culmination or solution. They are
‘‘remembrance of times past’’ by a selection
of well-informed and articulate players, who
can enjoy the gratification of seeing a good job
done. The photographs of the participants on the
covers, like those at the back of a theatre
programme, personalize the cast list, further
emphasizing the theatrical nature of these
medical dramas. Having created and sustained
this innovative series it is hoped that the
Wellcome Twentieth Century Medicine Group
will tackle more of the numerous topics that
are ripe for its treatment. These witness
seminars fill a gap between published
scientific papers and personal accounts, adding a





Book ReviewsDavid Clark, Neil Small, Michael Wright,
MichelleWinslowandNicHughes,Alittlebitof
heavenforthefew?Anoralhistoryofthemodern
hospice movement in the United Kingdom,
Lancaster, Observatory Publications, 2005,
pp. viii, 239, £15.00, illus. (paperback
0-9544192-0-0).
The Hospice History Project was set up at
the University of Sheffield in 1995. In the
intervening ten years it has carried out a number
of unique and seminal projects documenting and
recording the emergence of the modern hospice
movement and of palliative care for dying
people. These have included the creation of
archives, the preservation of documents and
photographs, and the creation of databases of
patient records between 1879 and 1960 for two
early Irish hospices. The oral history project is
just one among its important achievements.
The sum of many parts, the Hospice History
Project serves as an exemplar to others
seeking to record and preserve accounts, both
contemporaneous and subsequent, of
developments in medical care.
The 200 oral history interviews completed by
2003 have all been transcribed, and, if all goes to
plan, will be available for public access in hard
copy and digitized formats. This book presents a
condensed narrative taken from the documents
and photographs so far assembled, but with the
interview data providing the leading edge to the
story. And it is a story. As the authors’
introduction makes clear, this is ‘‘an oral history
and not the oral history of hospice care in the
UK’’(p.6,theiremphasis).Beingthehistoryofa
movement,theextractsusedconstructanarrative
of change, viewed by protagonists and
instigators.Thestoryisoneofachievement,with
minor setbacks, and of pioneers, epiphanies,
conversions and manoeuvrings inside and
outside the NHS. It has more than the occasional
celebratory ring to it.
With the last statement as a caveat, it is, none
the less, a significant and important contribution
to the history of a particular movement and of
change and development within the UK health
system. Key figures in the hospice movement,
including its founder Dame Cecily Saunders
(recorded before her death in 2005) and Eric
Wilkes, the Sheffield-based consultant whose
influential work with the voluntary sector was to
set a pattern for the movement’s development,
are among the interviewees. However, as the
authors point out, their aim was to collect
accounts from local and national innovators in
hospice and palliative care work, some of whose
memoriesarebothpoignantandinformative.For
example, that of Janet Gahegan, describing her
experience of nursing in the mid 1980s: ‘‘I think
for all nurses, it was such a joy to be able to
actually get patients pain-free. When you had
nursed a few patients who had died in pain and
you’d watched them die in pain, to actually be
able to stop that happening again was wonderful,
you know, it was really, it was one of the best
things that ever happened ...’’ (p. 144).
The book is divided into eight chapters which
cover‘Personalmotivations’,thedevelopmentof
hospices, teamwork in hospices, the rise of
hospice organizations and professional
associations, spirituality and hospice care (this is
a very Christian story), pain and symptoms,
bereavement care and the family, and a final
chapter, ‘Finished and unfinished business’.
Appendices,includingatimelineofkeypointsin
the history of hospices and palliative care, pen
portraits of the people interviewed, and an
account of the work of the Hospice History
Project, are helpfully clear. Fully illustrated and
accessibly written, it is certainly to be
recommended,notonlytothoseinterestedinand
working in hospice and palliative care but to
wider audiences of students studying innovation
in large health systems.
Noamountofdocumentationcouldprovidean
account so rich in its revelation of motivations,
means and methods, and of change in
professional knowledge and careers. The oral
history evidence tells of networks in the
development of theory and practice from first-
hand perspectives with,amongstotherintriguing
things, the history of the ‘Brompton cocktail’, an
early approach to pain-relief which, though
extensively resorted to, never actually appeared
in the British National Formulary.
While the book does not provide an answer to
the question raised in its title—most deaths are
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sixty-five and not in hospices—this oral history
does, as the authors argue, identify the roots for:
‘‘a transition which ...could ensure that the
benefitsofamodelofcare—previouslyavailable
tojustafewpeopleattheendoflife—willintime
be extended to all who need it, regardless of
diagnosis, stage of disease, social situations
or means’’ (p. 4).
Joanna Bornat,
The Open University
Constance E Putnam, The science we have
loved and taught: Dartmouth Medical School’s
first two centuries, Hanover and London,
UniversityPressofNewEngland,2004,pp.xxvi,
375, illus., $35.00 (hardback 1-58465-370-1).
Teaching hospitals and medical schools have
traditionally taken pride in celebrating the
anniversary of their foundation. Centenaries and
bicentenaries present opportunities to
commemorate an institution’s past and
commission institutional histories. Dartmouth
Medical School is no different: it celebrated its
bicentenary in 1997 and commissioned a history
from Constance Putnam. However, rather than
serving up a familiar and dry account common
to many institutional histories, Putnam has
produced a more nuanced and detailed
examination of an American medical school that
can not only boast two centuries of medical
education but also claim two foundations, the
first in 1797 and a second virtual re-foundation
in the 1950s.
In The science we have loved and taught
Putman provides an imaginatively researched
and meticulous history of Dartmouth Medical
School. In it she examines the personalities
involved and carefully navigates the ups and
downsoftheinstitution,theoftenfraughtdebates
overthe school’sprovision ofundergraduate and
clinical education, and its relationship with
Dartmouth College, the American Medical
Association (AMA) and the Association of
AmericanMedicalColleges(AAMC).Theresult
is an exhaustive administrative history of a
medical school that at times ‘‘muddled along’’
(p. 179); one that in the twentieth century
weathered numerous threats of closure and
internal turmoil, but remained a closely knit
institution with a strong sense of community,
collegiate identity and pride. These
characteristicsarereflectedinPutnam’saccount.
Dartmouthwasthefourthmedicalschooltobe
established in the United States but often
found itself in an anomalous position. It was the
first medical school to be set up in a rural area
and in some ways remained separate from the
mainstream of American medical education,
especially in the wake of the Flexner Report
and the school’s forced suspension of clinical
training between 1913 and its introduction of
an innovative three-year programme in the
1970s. However, like other fledgling schools,
it was initially dominated by its founder, the
entrepreneurial Nathan Smith, who did most of
the teaching. The result was an often parochial
institution where character was more highly
praised than academic performance. Putnam
shows how it was only from the 1830s that the
curriculumwasextendedandsystematizedasthe
medical school expanded, appointed new staff
and added new buildings. Science teaching was
improved and the school embarked on a
programme of what seems like constant reform.
At first this was shaped by internal concerns,
but by the twentieth century the fortunes of
the medical school were closely tied to the
investigations of the AMA and the AAMC.
Putnam’s account meticulously details the often
troubled interactions between the school and
these bodies, and their impact on the medical
school’s fortunes.
However, as with so many other medical
schools, individuals continued to exert a strong
influence over Dartmouth. As Putnam carefully
shows, this was not always for the good. For
example, under Rolf Syvertsen’s deanship
Dartmouthexperiencedagradualdeclineleading
to the virtual re-foundation under Marsh Tenney
in the 1950s. Indeed, individual staff rather than
students, teaching or laboratories dominate The
science we have loved and taught. Through the
individuals involved in the school, Putnam




1950s and 1960s, and the school’s renewed
emphasis on serving the region in the late
twentieth century. Biographies of staff and
studentsareemployedtogoodeffecttoovercome
the relative paucity of evidence related to the
natureofteaching,particularlyforthenineteenth
century.
One consequence of this approach and
Putnam’s detailed exploration of the
administrative history of the medical school is
that the broader context of American medical
education and medicine receives less attention.
Hence there is not always a sense of what was
happeningelsewhere,orofthemajordebatesthat
came to shape the nature of medical training. In
addition, a top-down approach ensures that the
experiences of the students and a sense of the
nature of teaching and research at Dartmouth are
frequentlylacking.Thesecriticismsaside,inThe
science we have loved and taught Putnam has
deliveredanadministrativehistoryofDartmouth
Medical School that is absorbing and rich
in detail and personalities.
Keir Waddington,
Cardiff University
Diana E Manuel (ed.), Walking the Paris
hospitals: diary of an Edinburgh medical
student, 1834–1835, Medical History,
Supplement No. 23, London, Wellcome
Trust Centre for the History of Medicine at
UCL, 2004, pp. xii, 211, illus., £32.00,
US$50.00 (hardback 0-85484-074-5).
On 1 November 1834, a medical student in his
twenties arrived in Paris to study medicine. He
stayed until 30 June 1835. It is not known for
certain who he was, but he was probably James
Surrage from Clifton, Bristol, the son of a
medical man and a non-conformist. He attended
the winter session at the Paris medical school
while he was a student at the Edinburgh medical
school.Fortunatelyforus,thedailydiaryhekept
while in France has survived, and it is a diary
of immense historical interest.
Toundertakesuchavisitwasnotasrareasone
might suspect. Apparently some 300 English
medical students travelled to Paris every year in
the 1830s, not because they thought that Parisian
medicine was necessarily more advanced than
medicine in Edinburgh, Glasgow or even
London and they got no credit, no certificate or
licencebygoingabroad.Theywentbecausethey
wanted to know how medicine was practised
in France and, as the editor says, they got ‘‘the
bestofbothworlds’’.Todoso,theyhadtopayfor
lodgings, coals, food and drink, and also the
fees to attend lectures. In Edinburgh, a student
might manage the winter session on as little as
£10, but a few spent up to £500. Most English
students in Paris were studious, but a few
behaved as hooligans outside the hospitals,
‘‘singing, music, blowing horns etc.’’ (p. 6).
This diarist (let’s call him Surrage) seems, as
the editor says, to have been ‘‘a highly organised
but by no means boisterous young man of
cultivated tastes’’ (p. 2). As well as attending
lectures, ward rounds and dissections, Surrage
showedgreatinterestinFrencharchitecture such
as the Cathedral of Notre Dame, and he was
thrilled by the Louvre. He was also interested in,
and often scornful of, politics in France. Unlike
most of his contemporaries today, he was fluent
in French. He seems to have been an intelligent,
industrious, enterprising, and critical young
student.
Almost every page of the diary provides at
least one new insight, often slight, into French
medicineandmedicaleducation.Twoexamples:
first, he attended a lecture on midwifery and was
shocked when ‘‘two women were introduced &
we had, one after another, to examine them
[vaginally]—Sages Femmes, & students
together’’, adding thatit was ‘‘a pity thatsome of
our old maids in England did not pop in ...it
would furnish them with scandal, & tabletalk
for the next month’’ (p. 62). The teaching of
medical students and midwives together was
not something he would have seen in Britain.
Secondly, there is a lot about Pierre Charles
Alexandre Louis who specialized in diseases of
the lungs, and many other physicians and
surgeons who will be familiar names to
medical historians. Surrage had firm opinions
on who was worth hearing and who was not, but
he was most impressed by Louis. Today Louis
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therapies, known at the time as the
‘‘numerical method of Louis’’. First published in
1832,itwashighlypraisedbymanyphysiciansin
Britain. Indeed one elderly English physician
said in the 1830s that it was by far the most
important advance in medicine during his
lifetime. But Surrage, while admiring Louis’
lectures on diseases of the chest, seems not to
have heard of the ‘‘numerical method’’ either
from Louis or anyone else in Paris. It suggests
that Louis’ method was out of kilter with the
ideas of the Parisian medical establishment.
It is often a thankless task to write an
introduction to a diary. Many editors content
themselveswithafewbiographicaldetails.Here,
however, Diana Manuel has written a long and
absolutely excellent introduction which cannot
berecommendedtoohighly.Shehasmanagedto
write what is, in effect, a broad, scholarly and
very readable survey of European medicine and
medical education in the 1830s without in any
way eclipsing the importance of the diary itself.
It is this, as well as the exceptional diary that
makesthissuchanotableadditiontotheseriesof
supplementstoMedicalHistory.AndIguessthat
Surrage would have been delighted by his editor.
Irvine Loudon,
Wantage, Oxon
Mart J van Lieburg (ed.), Isidore Snapper’s
notes for memoirs 1889–1973: the
autobiographical recollections of ‘the
champion of bedside medicine’, Rotterdam,
Erasmus,2004,pp.239,illus.,e35.00(paperback
90-5235-172-4).
When Hitler came to power in Germany in
1933, the Nazis at once ensured that Jewish
physicians, medical scientists and teachers of
medicine would be removed from their posts.
The same removal of Jews took place in Austria
following the Nazi occupation in 1938. In
countries bordering Germany there was much
discussion amongst Jewish medical men as to
their course of action. In Holland, for example,
there were those who thought that in the
forthcoming war, which all foresaw, their
country might be able to maintain the neutrality
of 1914–18. Isidore Snapper, a distinguished
Jewish research worker and professor of
medicine in Amsterdam, thought differently. He
was perceptive enough to predict that Jewish
physicians in Holland might suffer the same fate
as those in Germany and elsewhere and he
prudentlyemigratedtotheUnitedStatesin1938.
Notesformemoirswaswritteninthetwoyears
that preceded Snapper’s death in 1973 at the age
of eighty-four. It is derived from a pile of papers
writteninEnglishinhischaracteristic shorthand.
It describes first his early education in
Amsterdam, his pre-clinical education and his
clinical years between 1908 and 1911. After
clinical experience with A A Hijmans van den
Bergh, the pioneer of bilirubin research and with
Pel, of the Pel-Ebstein fever that occurs in
Hodgkin’s Disease, he became at the age of
thirty the youngest professor appointed in
Amsterdam. For the next twenty years he was
recognized as a superb teacher and research
worker who did particularly important work
on bone disease.
Moving to New York in 1938, he was
encouraged by the Rockefeller Foundation to
takeapostasprofessorofmedicineatthePeiping
Union Medical College in China, where he
stayed until the outbreak of war with Japan after
Pearl Harbor. Here he continued his interest in
bone disease, rickets being particularly common
among his Chinese patients at that time. He was
highly regarded by his Chinese colleagues who
saw him as a true professor since he had a bald
head, indicating that he read under a lamp every
night. He also wore spectacles, which meant that
heevenreadthesmallprintofthearticles.Finally
his embonpoint showed that he had been invited
to many consultations about rich patients.
After Pearl Harbor he then had an interesting
odyssey being exchanged for Japanese
diplomats. After a long journey through South
Africa and England, he arrived in the United
States in 1942. There he worked first in the War
Department in Washington and then in 1944
became a clinician, teacher and research worker
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Hospital in Brooklyn, a community hospital
which he transformed into an academic
institution before he retired in 1965.
Snapper’s notes include his own idiosyncratic
viewsonmedicaleducation,aswellascomments
on medicine and medical life in the modern
world. He is described as ‘‘the champion of
bedside medicine’’—there were however many
others of his era who would deserve that title.
Clearly the editor has had difficulties with
Snapper’s English, which cannot have been easy
totranscribe.Therearemanyerrors.Forexample
when Snapper describes his delight, after his
Chinese episode, in rediscovering ‘‘Ladburys
chocolate’’, surely it was Cadburys.
Nevertheless, this is an admirable
autobiographical account of the career of a
fascinating Dutchman who inspired all who
benefited from his teaching. As the author states,
it will be a vitally important source for the
scientificbiographyofSnapperstilltobewritten.
Christopher Booth,
The Wellcome Trust Centre for the History of
Medicine at UCL
Sonu Shamdasani, Jung and the making of
modern psychology: the dream of a science,
Cambridge University Press, 2003, pp. xvi, 387,
£50.00, US$75.00 (hardback 0-521-83145-8);
£18.95, US$28.00 (paperback 0-521-53909-9).
This remarkable book has been out for some
time and so this review aims both to re-iterate
some of what its achievements are as well
as reflecting on the lessons that historians
and biographers might learn from it. That
Shamdasani has done an enormous amount of
closereadingofbothprimaryandsecondarytexts
isnotsurprisingforthoseofuswhohavereadhis
earlier publications; he was fortunate in the case
of Jung because he has not merely read Jung’s
already published works, he also had access to
materialnotseenbefore,allofwhichfigureinthe
book in differing ways and to differing purposes.
Shamdasani makes charmingly clear what his
methodological loyalties are: they are to the jazz
musicianship of Ornette Coleman and John
Coltrane and the peculiar and cubist writings of
Jorge Luis Borges and Fernando Pessoa. So the
hope is going to be that he can tell his scholarly
story in the form of spacious, almost free form,
musicandwords:thataminimumofinterestwill
be taken in the merely biographical and the
maximum in historical context, historical
contingency and often hilarious historical twists
and turns. To put it at its simplest, he takes a
person, or an idea of a person, or a fantasy of a
person called ‘‘Jung’’ and shows us that this
‘‘Jung’’ never existed, except in the mythologies
required by others. These others are not playing
jazz, not seeing, for example, the myriad ways in
which Jung—an actual Jung—insisted on the
elusivenatureofalmostallpsychologicalmatters
and loathed the way that his ideas were
formalized, restricted and traduced. Jung was on
the jazz side; ‘‘Jung’’ was deprived of all that
openness and became a mere frozen version of a
complex past. Again, to be simple: I have read
‘‘Jung’’, I teach ‘‘Jung’’, I have even judged
‘‘Jung’’ and ‘‘Jungians’’. I now see that I
knew nothing.
The key thing that Shamdasani does is
carefully to locate his subject within the
explosion that was the psychological sciences
from the late nineteenth century onwards. And
the aim of ‘‘psychology’’, starting in those
decades, was to be nothing less than the
unification of all the other human sciences,
the completion of the circle. It had to be
learned—immensely learned—to even begin to
get closeto thatand Jung himselfthought of alot
of his work as premature because of that learned
aim and its burdens. (Shamdasani evokes very
nicely some of the layout of Jung’s personal
libraryasameansofshowingthereaderjustwhat
ascalethe bookcollectingandthe readinghadto




was to miss the whole point, just as later in his
career Jung was to be infuriated by the corrupt
way that his studies of introversion and
extraversion, his studies of psychological
types, the complex grounds for his work on
religions, were co-opted and simplified and
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of ‘‘Jung’’.
Jung and the making of modern psychology is
infactamasterful historyofanamazingrange of
topics—the history of philosophy, of dreams,
of bodies and souls, of anthropology, of religion
and of magical ceremonies, because it is at the
interface of all of these that Jung wished to
somehow unite them all—or die trying. As
Shamdasani writes that history up, he both
annihilatespast‘‘Jungs’’andsummonsCarlJung
himself, the Jung who kept moving, kept
going back and then forward and back and
forward. The essential point for Jung from the
1900s was the matter of the subjectivity of the
observer, how all observation involved that
and defined the act of observation itself.
Psychologies such as those of Wilhelm Wundt
(1832–1920), which proposed that experiment
and statistics could put aside the subjective,
put aside the ‘‘personal equation’’, were never
going to be satisfactory or even scientific. None
of this meant that there could not, one day, be an
objective psychology but it required that all the
subjectivities be examined and their common
aspects (their shared symbolic aspects, say) be
understood. To take the one figure whom
those who think of ‘‘Jung’’ see as a master to
Jung’spupil,SigmundFreud:Shamdasanidoesa
wonderful job of explaining why Jung saw
Freud’sownneurosisaslimitingpsychoanalysis,
of why Freud’s refusal to even discuss this, or
even be analysed himself, all put paid to the
Freudian project. Freud laid down his law about
dreams as disguised wish fulfilments, refused to
countenancethepossibilitythatsomedreamsdid
not fit in that category and (in a fine phrase from
Shamdasani)‘‘privatisedthedream’’.Junghadto
re-collectivize the dream and recover its
metaphysical and religious significance, recover
allthesubjectivedreamersinthehumanraceand
then—but only then—uncover what united all
their dreams and eventually united all their
collective unconsciousnesses. Of course—but
this is Shamdasani’s point and hence his book’s
sub-title—thisprojectmightitselfbeadreamand
specifically a dream of a science. But what a
dream, both vast and risking parody and
‘‘scientific’’ ridicule, because (the book’s last
chapters address this) Jung had rumbled his
version of the social pathology of modern life.
Onthesurface,wehavecollectiveconsciousness
and mass man and a diluted religious world. It
was the failure of religion to provide a
counterweight to all this that was the curse of
modernity and it was Jung’s dream that the
collective unconscious would be understood,
celebrated and save the Western world.
Complex psychology was the name for that last
hope and it is typical of both Shamdasani’s
book and of his Jung that we now see how
little Jung thought that this act of recognition
would ever occur, let alone succeed.
To write a book like this and combine
originality,historicalaccuracy,anunderstanding
ofimprovisationinhistoricalactors—allwithout
partisanship—is truly special. And to see
similarities between the careers (variations in
technique and approach, new themes, new
understandings and misunderstandings) of
Carl Jung and Miles Davis—that folks, is jazz
and we might all learn to play in the same vein.
Michael Neve,
The Wellcome Trust Centre for the History of
Medicine at UCL
Pratik Chakrabarti, Western science in
modern India: metropolitan methods, colonial
practices, The ‘Opus 1’ series, New Delhi,
Permanent Black, 2004, pp. xi, 328, Rs 695
(hardback, 81-7824-078-5).
The relation between science and nationalism
in India is indeed an ambiguous one. As is well
known, Gandhi was highly critical of western
science. In Hind Swaraj, for instance, he advised
that Indians ‘‘should abandon the pretension of
learning many sciences’’, and suggested instead
that ethical and religious education ought to
‘‘occupythefirstplace’’.Almostfortyyearslater
Nehru in The Discovery of India took exactly the
opposite view. Although he admired classic
literature, he emphasized the need for scientific
traininginphysics,chemistryandbiologyforthe
younger generation: ‘‘Only thus can they
understand and fit into the modern world and
develop, to some extent at least, the scientific
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Indian nation defined ‘‘Indianness’’ as opposed
to modern science, the other embraced it in his
attempt to bring the Indian nation into contact
withthemodernworld.Howtherelationbetween
science and nationalism was played out by a
number of prominent Indian scientists and how
difficult it was to reconcile an alleged Indian
spirituality with modern science, form central
and highly interesting themes in Chakrabarti’s
book. The scope of the book is, however, much
broader. Chakrabarti aims to investigate the
position of science in the (colonial) relation
between metropolis and periphery; how science
was transmuted, redefined and perhaps
dislocated as it travelled from one to the other
and—as he rightly insists—often back again.
This is not so much—as the subtitle would
indicate—an analysis of colonial scientific
practice, as of colonial perceptions of science.
Chapters two, three and four deal with science
in nineteenth-century India. The first two
chaptersfocusontheAsiaticSocietyandthefirst
half of the century, the last on late-nineteenth-
century India and the geologist Thomas Holland
in particular. Chakrabarti takes issue with
Deepak Kumar’s (and D R Headrick’s?)
contention that scientific practice was basically
an extension of economic imperialism. For the
first part of the century Chakrabarti emphasizes
the need to explore other links between science
and imperialism and tends to portray early
colonial scientists as insulated romantics
pursuing a ‘‘tragic quest’’ for scientific truth.
This point should, however, not be taken too far.
Most scientists in nineteenth-century India were
after all servants of the colonial state and could
nothavebeenallthatinsulated‘‘fromthelogicof
thepoliticsandeconomicsofthestate’’(p.89).A
study of nineteenth-century medicine—which is
only touched upon lightly in the book—could
have added a useful perspective to this issue.
Despite a number of interesting observations
in these chapters, the treatment of science in
nineteenth-century India is too sporadic. It is
possible to gather much information, but there is
a lack of coherence. To this reviewer at least, the
gap between the amateur scientists of the Asiatic
Society and the relatively detailed discussion
of Thomas Holland and late-nineteenth-century
geology is simply too wide.
From chapter five onwards the issue of
nationalism is introduced and this gives the last
half of the book a coherence that is lacking in the
first. Through analyses of individual scientists,
Chakrabartisucceedsinilluminatingthetensions
between nationalism and science from the 1890s
onwards.MahendraLalSircar,thedoctor,seems
to have remained largely within orientalist
stereotypes. He saw science as fundamentally
alien to Indian culture and remained eternally
grateful to the British for having brought it to
India. Yet, he refused to give up Indian
spirituality.ThephysicistJagadishChandraBose
first pursued an exceptional scientific career and
became an icon for the nationalist movement.
Then—in an attempt to link nationalism and
science—his work took a metaphysical turn and
Bose (perhaps sadly) ‘‘became what he was
always expected to be, a sanyasi from the
spiritual world of the East who brought the
wisdom of that world to science’’ (p. 218).
Prafulla Chandra Ray, the chemist, argued that
India had a scientific tradition every bit as
rational and materialist as the Greek but
eventually came to accept orientalist notions
about a ‘‘slumbering’’ Orient and a ‘‘vibrant’’
Occident. These analyses of the way in which
these scientists struggled to reconcile Indian
nationalism and modern science and to be
both ‘‘Indian’’ and ‘‘modern’’ are highly
recommendable, even if the rest of book does
not quite reach the same standard.
Niels Brimnes,
University of Aarhus
Sander L Gilman and Zhou Xun (eds),
Smoke: a global history of smoking, London,
Reaktion Books, 2004, pp. 408, illus., £29.00
(hardback 1-86189-200-4).
Eugene Umberger, in his chapter in this
book on lady nicotine, points to a fifty-year
explosion of publication on tobacco and
smoking. There is a stream of tobacco
literature and one can hardly imagine that
there is room for much more.
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the Chinese historian Zhou Xun, nevertheless
adds a distinctive visual and cultural dimension.
Thirty-five topic specific chapters on smoking
are written by an eclectic range of contributors
from museum curators, to anthropologists, art
historians, collectors and social historians.
The book is divided into four broad sections
dealing with smoking in history and culture;
smoking in art and literature; smoking, gender,
ethnicity and culture; and, finally, smoking as a
‘‘burning issue’’, the health dimensions. Each
section is followed by an inserted grouping
of illustrations on related topics.
Gilman and Xun’s introduction surveys the
cultural positioning of smoking over time, with
the transition of tobacco from the New World to
the Old and its consumption as an e ´lite activity.
Pipe smoke was a ‘‘gentleman-like’’ smell for
Europeans and smoking proliferated because of
its perceived healing power. In China smoking
tobacco paved the way for the later smoking of
opium. Smoking was fashionable and a sign of
modernityintheseventeenthcentury.Theadvent
of the cigar was one of the many examples of
tobacco reinventing itself—the cigarette and
mass production was to be another, later
nineteenth-century development.
Rituals—in the gentlemen’s clubs and
smoking rooms—helped define the cultural
positioning of tobacco use. An extensive
paraphernalia of smoking was linked to these
rituals, a forgotten world of cigar cutters and
piercers, ashtrays, lighting up, parlour sets of
matches and other equipment. All are testimony
to a time when smoking was part of a mannered
society. There is a cornucopia of cultural
information. Smoking fitted into early modern
humoral medicine in England, its benefits being
in drying the body to a state of manly vigour. In
Iran, tobacco smoking preceded opium smoking,
opium being eaten and not smoked before the
nineteenth century. In Ayurvedic medicine,
smoking was essential in the daily regime for
healthy living, but was not seen as a relief from
stress. In Muslim and Indian worlds, crossing
substances was common and smokers would




and there is some repetition of well known
themes such as the ‘‘myth of the opium den’’ and
the late-nineteenth-century role of cocaine. The
chapters on cultural history and those on art and
literature are generally the most valuable, in part
because such material on the cultural positioning
of smoking is relatively rare. Bruno Tempel’s
survey of smoking in art since the seventeenth
centuryisausefulre ´sume ´ ofthechangingartistic
role of smoking from the Dutch Golden Age
paintings through to 1960s pop art or the
proletarian supermarket shopper of more recent
times.
The sections which deal specifically with
gender, ethnicity and smoking, and the health
dimensionsofsmokingaretheweakersectionsof
the book.This is in part because some of the
earlier chapters have touched on similar ground,
in particular the rise of women’s smoking.These
chapters also have suggestive material on the
cultural connotations of the new hostility to
tobacco that emerged from the 1950s. Matthew
Hilton,inhischapteronsmokingandsociability,
delineates an alternative sociability which
emerged from the 1970s as smokers formed new
groups which associated through trying to give
up. There are some useful cross national case
studies. Communist China took the opposite
route to the decadent West. In the decades when
western nations were imposing restrictions on
smoking and mandating health warnings, China
was encouraging smoking as a mass commodity.
In Japan, meanwhile, the government tobacco
monopoly saw high levels of smoking in the
country but the health campaign after the 1970s
was tied to specifically Japanese notions with an
emphasis on self control and politeness. ‘‘Good
smoking’’wastheaim,ratherthaneliminationof
tobacco. Such cultural norms and their
modification are too little discussed. The book’s
introductory chapter is also weak on the recent
health concerns, so this issue is not taken up by
the editors.
The book also strangely ignores issues of
collective smoke: of industrial pollution and the
symbolic significance of other forms of smoke,
like fog. It does not question its own cultural
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lies in its wonderful illustrations, which range
from Mayan art through to Lucky Strike
advertisements and the Bogart/Bacall film stills.
Forthesealone,thebookisworthhavingonyour
coffee table—although, of course, there will not
bea box ofcigarettes andan ashtray alongsideit.
Virginia Berridge,
London School of Hygiene and Tropical
Medicine
Lianne McTavish,Childbirth and the display
ofauthorityinearlymodernFrance,Womenand
Gender in the Early Modern World series,
Aldershot, Ashgate, 2005, pp. xiv, 257, illus.,
£45.00 (hardback 0-7546-3619-4).
Of perennial interest to historians of medicine
and gender are the power relationships that exist
between men and women, patients and
practitioners. Such questions as how did men
gain controloverwomeninthe birthing chamber
(or even banish them entirely) and what the
characterofthatascendancywashaveproduceda
seriesofworksrangingfromfrenziedpolemicsto
sophisticated scholarship on the broader cultural
issues involved in disciplining (or medicalizing)
society. Lianne McTavish raises a related issue,
examining‘‘howmen-midwivesbegantoappear
atdeliveries’’(emphasisthereviewer’s,p.1).But
if one expects to find here yet another study of
the victimization of women through ‘‘the
developmentofmalemedicalknowledgeandthe
use of instruments’’ (p. 1) one will be pleasantly
surprised to discover that McTavish has no such
facile explanations in mind. Hers is a more
profound set of questions centring less on the
putativemalesuppressionoffemalepractitioners
and more on the subtler question of how men
came to be recognized as experts ‘‘embodying
obstetrical authority, instead of threatening
intruders’’ (p. 1). Although she hardly neglects
issues of power and struggles over authority, the
purpose of the book is to reveal how the body—
and its display—‘‘participated in the negotiation
of social status, gender roles, and medical
hierarchies’’ in seventeenth-century France
(p. 16).
McTavish draws on traditional sources—
primarilyobstetricaltexts(twenty-fourproduced
in France between 1550 and 1730)—to
demonstrate how these ‘‘sites [functioned] for
both the production and contestation ...of
authoritative knowledge in childbirth’’ (p. 2).
Drawing on the perspectives of medical and
cultural historians, anthropologists,
philosophers, and, in particular, on her own
expertise in art history (in ‘‘thinking visually’’),
McTavish concludes that images did not
inevitably or reliably mirror reality. Images in
these works were often at variance with textual
elements or even ran counter to them. As she
points out in her tightly-argued analysis of the
frontispiece to Louise Bourgeois’s Observations
diverses, .... (1626), such portraits are
‘‘complex and contradictory’’ (p. 91). Thus,
appearances often deceive. For instance,
apparently awkward visual representations of
unborn figures did not denote an unfamiliarity
with anatomy but rather conveyed relational
essences. Relying on the philosopher, Charles S
Peirce, McTavish presents these images as
diagrams and iconic signs. Engravings of the
unborn, therefore, were not supposed to show
real cherubs in utero, but rather were schematics
‘‘meant to provide support for surgeon men-
midwives’hapticacquisitionofknowledgeofthe
womb’’(p.190).Thisisonlyoneexampleofhow
McTavish’s visual readings of texts and images
illuminate the cruciality of ‘‘display’’ in the
process though which men-midwives acquired
the standing of experts in the birthing chamber.
Refreshingly,this‘‘triumph’’isnotenvisionedas
theoutcomeofanastystrugglebetweenmenand
women or between male and female forms of
knowledge in which women were predestined to
fail. McTavish sees reflected in these texts (as
wellasconstructedthroughthem)amoreflexible
system of gender than generally acknowledged;
men-midwives and skilled (women)-midwives
were to possess many similar characteristics;
men were to demonstrate tenderness and feeling,
andwomenwereexpectedtoexhibitamasculine
character and physical strength. The
demonstrationofallthesethingsfits—andhadto
fit—with the culture of display fundamental to
seventeenth-century French society as a whole.
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Childbirth and the display of authority an
inherently national study (if one can safely use
theword‘‘national’’inanearlymoderncontext).
McTavish diligently compares (when possible)
French texts with those of other countries,
but emphasizes that she is concerned
overwhelmingly with Gallic conventions.
Indeed, one wishes she had pursued the French
connectionalittlemore boldly;perhaps the story
of medicine is more localized (nationalized?)
than we generally have been led to believe.
It remains to consider McTavish’s method.
Like many scholars reliant on interdisciplinary
perspectives, her conclusions often make the
historical empiricist squirm. ‘‘Yes,’’ we muse,
‘‘it might have been that way, but then again,
perhaps not.’’ And McTavish is eclectic in her
use of theory—picking from history,
anthropology, and semiotics. Sometimes one
feels that theory is conjured up to support a point
for which evidence is otherwise thin or
ambiguous. Still, one cannot but admire her
abilitytobringintooursightlinepossibilitiesthat
had previously—like the child in the womb—
remained unseen. It struck this reviewer,
however,asslightlypeculiarthatdespiteherplea
for visual sensitivity to sources, she relies
moreheavilyonwordsthanimages.Buttheseare
quibbles. McTavish offers us a stimulating
range of interpretations to ponder and explore.
Mary Lindemann,
University of Miami
Christine Hillam (ed.), Dental practice in
Europe at the end of the 18
th century, Clio
Medica 72, Wellcome Series in the History of
Medicine, Amsterdam and New York, Rodopi,
2003, pp. 518, e135.00, US$150.00 (hardback
90-420-1268-4); e55.00, US$61.00 (paperback
90-420-1258-7).
This book represents the culmination of a
project which started with the author’s early
doctoral research into the development of dental
practice in the English provinces from the
late eighteenth century to the middle of the
nineteenth. During this work she discovered, as
others have since, that this is not a story which
can focus unblinkingly on England alone. The
clue is in the job title: in Britain, we have
‘‘dentists’’ rather than ‘‘toothists’’, just as we
have ‘‘opticians’’ rather than eye-doctors.
Traditional, often practitioner-led studies in the
history of dentistry have usually failed to make
this connection, and routinely failed to
investigate it with any degree of thoroughness.
Recent years have seen a change, however, and
Christine Hillam helped to pull together both
professional historians and practitioners from
acrossEuropetoassist herinexpanding theview
of treatment for the teeth most effectively before
her untimely death in 2000.
Dental practice in Europe opens with a
twenty-page introduction by Hillam, which
addresses a number of issues that should be
considered to be of central importance to any
historyofdentistry.Thebiggest,andthorniest,of
these is the use of the words ‘‘dentist’’ and
‘‘dentistry’’. The writer makes the point that
‘‘denter’’ or ‘‘toothist’’ may be a more
appropriate term for those treating teeth, as
‘‘dentist’’ now carries implications and
connotations which can gravely distort the
picturebeingviewed.Attheotherendofthescale
of perception, she argues that the terms
‘‘charlatan’’ and ‘‘empiric’’ do not correspond to
a scale of competence—to use these terms for
practitioners of the period is to risk implications
of ignorance whilst ignoring potential
knowledge, and perpetuating myths of
incompetence and bungling. The introduction
offers a clear and concise view of the problems
facing historians working in this field, as well as
linking the technical activities of those involved
with elements of motivation, the desire for
treatment as an expression of consumerism and
the shape and character of the marketplace.
Part I of the book focuses, perhaps
appropriately, on France, via a team of
researchers led by Pierre Baron. An introductory
chapter examines those offering to treat teeth,
placing them within the political, medical and
academic contexts of the period. Following this,
selected areas of France provide material from a
wide range of sources including advertisements,
licences and publications. Practitioners are
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series of biographies is included. A chapter on
Parisisfollowed byadiscussioninwhichBaron,
too,addressesproblemsofterminology,drawing
heavily on the usage of titles reflected in
contemporary dictionaries.
Anne Hargreaves lays out her table for
dentistry in the British Isles admirably in Part II.
Again, political, industrial and entrepreneurial
contexts are examined, along with a
discussion of the contemporary concept of
‘‘dentistry’’.Shemovesontoadiscussionaround
advertisements, trade directories and
terminology, with some technical analysis
which has a tendency to ascribe modern
diagnoses and can occasionally be
judgemental. A review of dentists by area
follows, which is clearly built upon the
foundations laid by Hillam’s painstaking
work of the 1990s.
PartIII,inwhichFrankHuismanexaminesthe
Netherlands, also discusses terminology, and
usefully comments on French influences,
specifically of Paris. Huisman focuses on the
town of Groningen, and, although brief, this
chapter has a clear and concise analytical nature,
balancing the techniques of treatment with
demand.
A similarly brief section on Hungary by Judit
Forrai is followed by Thomas Nickol and Curt
GerhardLorber’schaptersonGermany.Thefirst
examines the relationship between the nobility,
townsfolk, artisanal and rural areas, education,
literacy, citizenship and religious tolerance.
Chapters on German dental literature and
biographical detail follow, with a detailed study
of dentistry in Halle. This part accepts that it can
in no way be representative of Germany as a
whole, not least due to the difficulty of defining
‘‘Germany’’ in this period: but nevertheless, it
givesaninterestingviewofatimeduringwhichit
would appear that the position of the
‘‘professional dentist’’ deteriorated.
Dental practice in Europe pulls together the
previouslyunpublishedtransactionsofthisgroup
of workers into a more coherent and balanced
whole. This has been, of course, a monumental
task, and such a project will always suffer from
omissions(achapteronItaly,forexample,would
have been welcome). Nevertheless, this book is
an extremely valuable presentation of a series of
wide-ranging, thorough investigations of
hitherto untapped primary sources, and
David Hillam should be congratulated on
enabling his wife’s work to gain exposure to
the wider audience it has always deserved.
Roger King,
Cambridge
Gail Kern Paster, Katherine Rowe and
Mary Floyd-Wilson (eds), Reading the early
modern passions: essays in the cultural history
of emotion, Philadelphia, University of
Pennsylvania Press, 2004, pp. xv, 384, illus.,
(paperback 0-8122-1872-8).
This collection forms a significant
contribution to a growing body of early modern
emotion history, addressing evidence from
various sources, including English lyric poems,
paintings and music. Benefiting from a strong
editorial team, the introduction provides a
critically-aware historiographical review that
addresses such problematic issues as whether
early modern emotions exist as a coherent field.
The collection is sub-divided into three sections,
the first of which addresses how modern
narratives ‘‘fail to match entirely the twists and
turnsofearlymodernemotionscripts’’(p.18).In
Richard Strier’s ‘Against the rule of reason’, for
instance, we find a welcome antidote to the
‘‘reason versus passion’’ argument that has
become unjustifiably commonplace in historical
thinking. Strier demonstrates that anti-Stoicism
was as influential in the Renaissance as Stoicism
and that both humanist and Reformation
traditions defended the ‘‘validity and even the
desirability’’ of emotions. In ‘Compassion in the
publicsphere’,JohnStainesmakesasimilarcase
for passions in political rhetoric. Eighteenth-
century scholars are aware of the role of
compassion in political debates; Staines reminds
us that even before the rise of sensibility
‘‘proper’’, reason was not so idealized or
sanctified in the public sphere as Habermas has
claimed. Likewise rejecting the constraints of
scholarly convention, Michael Schoenfeldt
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assumptions about gender difference by
locating passion, ‘‘with all of its disturbing
and delicious pleasures’’, at the heart of the
‘‘male and female paradisal experience’’ (p. 45).
Zirka Z Filipczak’s account of the emotional
gestures of the Mona Lisa is no less innovative.
Exploring whether the ‘‘indicators of feeling’’
betrayedbytheMonaLisaaffirmedthesubject’s
‘‘social identity’’ or her ‘‘personal emotions’’
(p. 88), the writer makes an important
contributiontoagesturalhistoryofaffectdisplay
that is often concerned only with facial
expressions.
The second section deals with historical
phenomenology. Self-consciously evaluating
early modern concepts of emotion in ways that
challenge modern-day Cartesianism (but
without acknowledging that Cartesian concepts
are largely misused and misconceived in
modern constructions), the editors invite us to
imagine the ‘‘embodiment of emotion in terms
that challenge post-Cartesian division between
thought, soma, and world’’ (p. 18). In
‘Melancholy cats’,forinstance,GailKern Paster
addresses the implications of psychological
materialism on historical consideration of the
human subject. Using Thomas Wright’s
well-knownPassionsoftheminde(1604), Paster
convincingly argues that the passions possessed
an important ontological status in humans,
animals and the universe at large. Individual
feelingandsubjectivitywerethereforerelativeto
broader cosmological connections. Mary Floyd-
Wilson’s essay on the language of emotion—
examined through the literary-historical use
of the term ‘‘mettle’’—also relies on Wright’s
work to demonstrate connections between
environment, constitution and emotion. It is
worth remembering that there were important
writers on physiology and psychology besides
Wright,apointonemighthaveoverlookedbythe
time one comes to Bruce Smith’s essay. Smith’s
examinationofthecolourgreen—largelyusedto
signify youth and rashness—notes that ‘‘in
Wright’s account, Green is not something that
onesees;itissomethingoneseeswith.Itisnotan
external object but an internal state of being’’
(p. 150). Arguing that green could be smelled,
tasted and touched as well as seen, then, Smith
asks, what was it to ‘‘hear green’’? This is a
challenging, if over-stated, deconstructive
analysis of the relationship between hearing,
reason and the passions. Katherine Rowe’s essay
also starts with a consideration of the ‘‘swayable
senses’’,thistimebasedonDavenant’sMacbeth.
Again, Wright provides the contemporary
context, this time for the social management of
emotionsthroughenactmentontheearlymodern
stage. The final essay in this section by Gary
Tomlinson begins by identifying the complex
relationship between gestures and emotions, but
soon turns to the power of song. This chapter
marks a growing awareness of the importance of
aural culture, as identified elsewhere by
Penelope Gouk and others, to a
comprehensive understanding of early modern
passions.
Thefinalsectionprovidesacriticalcontextfor
methodological differences between various
scholarly fields. Victoria Kahn’s criticism of
Albert Hirschman’s influential The passions and
the interests is grounded in his neglect of the
classical tradition of rhetoric and poetics before
the mid-seventeenth century, a claim which also
calls into question his claims about passion’s
relation to economics and the state. Materialist
theories ofanother kindare critiqued byDouglas
Trevor’s analysis of ‘Sadness in The Faerie
Queen’, which examines the relationship
between humoralism and human conduct by
emphasizingSpencer’sinterest intheimmaterial
soul. Jane Tylus explores Renaissance
dramatists’defenceoftheatreinthelatesixteenth
century on the grounds that it could expose
hidden passions. And Timothy Hampton also
considers the exposure of hidden passions, this
time by exploring physical references to signs of
‘‘alteration’’ that denote ‘‘a change in the self’’.
Offering a more sophisticated take on early
modern self-hood than that associated with
Stephen Greenblatt, Hampton traces alterations
of the body through the mind and soul and
demonstrates the self-reflexivity by which
Renaissance writers defined and redefined the
concept of alteration itself.
Myonlycriticismofthisvolumeisthatittakes
medical writing—and a limited selection at
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does not consider the narrative construction of
such texts, nor the relationship of medical
discourses to those found elsewhere, such as
theological and philosophical treatises. Thislack
isillustratedbytheuncontextualized(over)useof
Wright’s Passions of the minde to demonstrate
the construction of emotion beliefs and
performances in the self-consciously literary
sphere. This aside, the volume will be of benefit
for scholars from the sciences and the
humanities. It is a well-crafted and welcome




GaryLeiser and NouryAl-Khaledy (eds and
transl.), Questions and answers for physicians:
a medieval Arabic study manual by ‘Abd al-
‘Aziz al-Sulami, Sir Henry Wellcome Asian
Studies, vol. 3, Leiden and Boston, Brill,
2004, pp. xii, 250, e59.00, US$74.00 (hardback
90-04-13671-1).
GaryLeiserpresentsinQuestionsandanswers
for physicians an edition of the Arabic text of the
Imtih .   a an al-alibb  a a’ li-k  a affat al-at .ibb  a a’ (‘The
Experts’ Examination for all Physicians’) by
‘Abd al-‘Azı ¯z al-Sulamı ¯ (ca. 1155–1208)
together with an English translation, a preface
and an introduction. The latter is based on an
earlier article by Leiser and the late Noury al-
Khaledy published in 1987.
Sulamı ¯’s text is divided into ten chapters,
each containing twenty questions about a
particular field of medicine (i.e. ‘‘On the pulse’’,
‘‘On simple drugs’’, ‘‘On what a surgeon should
be asked’’). In the corresponding answers the
author usually quotes from one of the well-
known sources of Arabic medicine like Galen,
Ibn Sı ¯n  a a and ‘Alı ¯ ibn ‘Abb  a as al-Maj  u usı ¯. In his
introduction Leiser mentions the most important
of these sources (p. 10) and gives additional
information in the footnotes to the translation.
The quotations are usually not literal, but
paraphrases, and it is regrettable that Leiser
does not explore the relation between the
sources and the Imtih .   a an in detail. How Sulamı ¯
proceeded in selecting and using them remains
therefore unclear.
One of the most crucial questions concerning
the Imtih .   a an is its purpose. Leiser explains at the
beginning of his introduction, that
‘‘examinations were sometimes given to
determine a physician’s qualifications’’ and that
theImtih .   a anwassuchanexamination(p.1),yetat
a later point he doubts that it was a real
examination (p. 10). Leiser argues that it clearly
falls into the genre of ‘‘questions and answers’’
(mas  a a’il wa-ajwiba), a popular form for Arabic
treatises on various subjects for didactical
purposes. This conflicts with Leiser’s earlier
statement in the preface that he ‘‘had discovered
no other work quite like’’ the Imtih .   a an (p. ix).
Moreover, he refers to Hans Daiber’s article on
the genre in the Encyclopaedia of Islam, yet fails
to take into consideration a more recent
publication by the same author which deals with
Ibn al-‘Amı ¯d’s answers to the Buyid king
‘Ad .udaddawla (Die Naturwissenschaft bei den
Arabern im 10. Jahrhundert n. Chr., Leiden,
1993) and would have provided a good
opportunity to contextualize the Imtih .   a an within
the ‘‘questions and answers’’ genre. Leiser
narrows the various possibilities of a didactic
purpose of such texts somewhat unconvincingly
down to two alternatives: self-taught physicians
andphysicianswhostudiedwithamaster(p.11).
There is, however, at least a third option: that a
student revises knowledge acquired from a
teacher.
Another interesting aspect which Leiser raises
in his introduction is Sulamı ¯’s involvement in
Ayyubid politics. Sulamı ¯was appointed ra’  ı ıs al-
t .ibb (literally ‘‘chief of medicine’’) for Egypt by
the Ayyubid Sultan al-‘  A Adil and dedicated the
Imtih .   a an to al-‘  A Adil’s vizier, al-s :  a ah . ib.
Unfortunately, Leiser does not expound on the
potentialdutiesofthisofficeandwhattheymight
imply forthe Imtih .   a an and itspurpose. If Leiser is
right in suggesting that al-S .  a ah . ib encouraged
Sulamı ¯ to write the Imtih .   a an, and that the latter
endeavoured to improve the medical standard in
Egypt, one should reconsider the question of a
practical use of this text. Leiser’s rather brief
remarks on Sulamı ¯’s relation with the Ayyubids
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disregard of studies published after Leiser’s and
al-Khaledy’s article of 1987. For generations,
members of Sulamı ¯’s family were appointed as
madrasaprofessorsinDamascus,yetLeiserfails
to refer to the thorough studies by Louis Pouzet
(‘Les madrasas de Damas et leurs professeurs
durant le VII/XIII  e eme si  e ecle’, Me ´langes de
l’Universite ´ Saint-Joseph [1991/2], 52:
121–96, and Damas au VIIe/XIIIe si  e ecle,
Beirut, 1988).
These problems of the introduction
notwithstanding, Leiser has presented a text
which allows important insights into diverse
aspects of medicine in Ayyubid Egypt.
Anna Ays ¸e Akasoy,
Warburg Institute, London
VictoriaThompson,Deathand dyinginlater
Anglo-Saxon England, Anglo-Saxon Studies 4,
Woodbridge, Boydell Press, 2004, pp. x, 236,
£50.00, $85.00 (hardback 1-84383-070-1).
Historians of medicine might think there was
little for them in this book after reading, in the
author’s initial case-study of the remarkable
Æthelfl d of Mercia (d. 918), that ‘‘We do not
know ...how she died or what kind of medical
treatment she may have had’’. But interesting
ideas about the body appear as one reads on, for
instancethatthemindwas‘‘understoodaspartof
the body’’ and not of ‘‘the sawl or gast, which
leaves the body at death’’, so that death, and the
activities which follow it, could be experienced
by the individual as the illness that preceded it
was. Unfortunately the sources do not specify
when this non-soul consciousness ceased
(burial?judgement?),butthisisoneofagroupof
ideas which emerges strongly from this study,
making a close and inevitable connection
between illness and death. A ‘‘good death’’
was one in which the dying person, having
lived out their allotted span, was able not only
to receive the sacraments, but to say farewell
to the grieving friends and relations around the
bed. Thus the sickbed turned almost
imperceptibly into the deathbed, as part of an
orderedseriesofevents,and,asThompsonpoints
out, even the grave could be called ‘‘bed’’
(legere).
Because of this intimate connection between
illness and death, Thompson has a good deal to
say about the former in her examination of the
latter. In doing so, she subjects the Old English
medical texts to an examination rather different
from that they usually get from scholars
specializinginmedicine. Forinstance,shedraws
attention to parallel Anglo-Saxon ideas about
external causal agents of illness (flying venom,
elfshot), decomposition (worms), and eternal
punishment (serpents, demons). As she says in
one of her chapter-headings, the body was
‘‘under siege in life and death’’. This
understanding is a useful counterweight to
M L Cameron’s emphasis on the ‘‘rational’’ and
(sub-)classical in Anglo-Saxon medicine,
which led him to overestimate the degree to
which humoral theory was current and
understood in early medieval England
(Anglo-Saxon medicine, 1993). Nevertheless, as
Thompson points out, the medical texts
themselves have little to say about death, no
doubtatleastpartlybecauseoftheirneedtoclaim
success for their prescriptions (‘‘he will be well
at once’’ etc.).
The ‘‘medical’’ texts that do concern
themselves with death are the prognostics
(notably the sphere of Apuleius, but including
several others), but these are rarely found in
medical manuscripts. They tend rather to travel
with texts on the calculation of Easter, with
which they share an interest in knowledge of the
future. These obviously belong to an
ecclesiastical, as well as a learned, milieu,
whereas Old English medicine arguably
occupied a different part of society. Thompson
shows that the Anglo-Saxon church drew very
little on medical thinking, either local or sub-
classical, in developing its ideas about the flesh,
despite the fact that its writers could elaborate an
extended metaphor of the confessor as physician
of the soul. The influence was rather in the
opposite direction, with snatches of liturgy and
quasi-liturgy occurring frequently in medical




Book ReviewsThus Thompson’s book turns out to contain a
greatdealofinteresttothehistorianofmedicine.
It is also well written and illustrated, and
therefore recommended to anyone interested in
Anglo-Saxon medicine, not as a distant echo of
the classical tradition, or a forerunner of later
medieval developments, but as part of a
distinctive culture with a complex set of ideas
about life, death and the body.
Deborah Banham,
University of Cambridge
Angela Montford, Health, sickness,
medicine and the friars in the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries, The History of Medicine in
Context, Aldershot, Ashgate, 2004, pp. xv, 302,
illus., £57.50 (hardback 0-7546-3697-6).
This book confronts the now familiar topic of
medicine and religion from a practical
perspective. It reconstructs the responses to
illness of friars in the thirteenth and fourteenth
centuries, providing both an account of a
neglected aspect of mendicant life, and access to
the attitudes of patients—a group ill-represented
in the mainstay sources of histories of medieval
medicine. Despite the attraction of certain friars
to extreme asceticism, Montford argues, the
benefit of health for pursuance of the Orders’
missions became an increasingly important
guiding principle in confronting physical
frailties. This opposition, between strict (or, as
she puts it, ‘‘over-zealous’’) observance and
following medical advice, continues throughout
the book, which outlines how the financial
demands of treatment and of providing adequate
facilities for the afflicted were weighed against
injunctions to a life of poverty. The study traces
adherence to medical precepts in a range of
different areas, such as the siting of infirmaries
and the food given to patients. It documents the
therapies employed in the convents, from
medicinal simples to surgical techniques, and
emphasizes the particular problems these posed
for the communities of friars.
The nature of the friars’ involvement in the
care of the sick changed during the period
covered by the book. In the fourteenth century
emphasis shifted from domestic provision of
nursing and medicines to dependence on secular
services. Montford relates this change to the
incorporation of university-based medicine into
guilds set up to police the occupational
boundaries of medical practice. Certainly,
healing outside the convents by fratres medici
was the subject of successive prohibitions
within the Orders, perhaps spurred by worries of
scandal, and was in any case increasingly
subject to civic legislation.
The book proceeds along straightforward
methodological lines. It is focused primarily on
the Dominican Order, supplemented
occasionally with information concerning the
Franciscans, and it juxtaposes writings setting
out ideals of mendicant life with records of
practice from the convents of S. Domenico and
S. Francesco in Bologna. This combined
approach directly confronts the problems of the
lack ofcircumstantial detailintheaccountbooks
and the normative character of the instructional
treatises.Ifthereisacomplainttobemadehere,it
concerns the use of Europe as a context when
discussingmedicalissues:nationalvariationsare
ignored that might have added strength, and
certainly nuance, to the arguments presented. If
wider attitudes and institutional enforcement are
soimportanttothestoryofthedeclineofmedical
practice, for example, it is surely worthy of note
that all the examples provided of Franciscan and
Dominican healers working after the ban are
English; England, in contrast to the Italian
examples pursued at greater length in the book,
was without effective regulation or guild control
of physic until the sixteenth century.
In general, the book is most impressive when
dealingwiththepracticalities ofconventlife:the
discussion of the surgical procedures employed
and the problems associated with them is
exemplary. It is less convincing in areas where
conceptual issues come to the fore, such as the
simplistic treatment of divination, amulets and
magical cures; but there is a broader concern.
Concepts are taken as givens and set against one
another—the study is structured as a fight
between medicine and religion in which the




which the precepts of learned medicine are
accepted or followed, but the contents of those
precepts do not admit of modification. Despite
the rhetoric of demonstrating that patients were
‘‘not helpless or passive in the face of disease’’
(p. 257), this account permits them only the
latitude to accept or reject a system constructed
by others. Nevertheless, Montford has provided
uswithathoroughpieceofresearchthatcarefully
deploys the available evidence to paint a new
picture of the medical practices to be found in
the convents of the medieval friars.
Robert Ralley,
University of Cambridge
Vern L Bullough, Universities, medicine and
science in the medieval west, Aldershot,
Ashgate, 2004, pp. xiii, 298, illus., £57.50
(hardback 0-86078-943-8).
Vern Bullough, long familiar to medical
historiansasahistorianofsexual behaviour,first
made his name as a medieval historian. This
volume collects his papers on medieval
medicine, both published and unpublished. They
deal with the teaching of medicine in the newly
created universities, the development of the
medical profession, and ideas on sex and gender.
There are also a few minor pieces, publishing
small documents, and an introductory chapter
taking the story from Antiquity to the first
western universities and briefly commenting on
recent scholarship. The collection is given
coherence by the author’s insistence on the
relevance of examples from medieval history to
more modern debates.
But there are serious problems. Bullough’s
studiesofmedievalmedicalteachingwere,when
theyfirstappearedoverfortyyearsago,piecesof
solid scholarship that brought to an anglophone
audience in an accessible form the basic material
from non-English sources. They quickly and
deservedlybecamestandardreferences.Buttime
has moved on, and the new Chapter I hardly
scratchesthesurfaceofthesubstantialworkdone
since the 1960s. All his universities, Bologna,
Paris, Montpellier, Oxford and Cambridge, have
sincebeenthesubjectofmajorstudiesinEnglish
that have extended our knowledge far beyond
what is reported here. The papers on
professionalization were also subsumed into the
author’s ownbook on the creation of the medical
profession in the Middle Ages.
For its time, all this was sound medieval
scholarship,followinginthefootstepsofCharles
Haskins and Hastings Rashdall, but it broke little
new ground. By contrast, the most innovative
paper in the collection, on the relationship
betweenmedievaluniversitiesandthecreationof
‘‘achievement’’, is also the most flawed, as even
the author is forced to admit. It represents one of
the early attempts by a medical historian to
subject data to a computer analysis, and was a
spin-off from another project dealing with
Hanoverian Scotland. The minor papers at the
endofthevolumearejustthat,thetypicalfruitof
amedievalist’shuntthrougharchives,interesting
but requiring others to put them into the proper
wider context.
Had this collection appeared thirty years ago
(for only three of the papers were delivered or
publishedafter1968),itwouldhavebeenwarmly
welcomed. Alas, for all their merits, most of its
contents have been superseded, either through
the accession of new material or, more often,
because the debate has moved on. A more
detailed introduction, bringing each article up to
date, would have enhanced their value, while at
the same time placing them in the context of the
time in which they were written.
Vivian Nutton,
The Wellcome Trust Centre for the History of
Medicine at UCL
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